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ABSTRACT

We studied the influence of the hydrophobic hydrocarbon chain length of amphiphilic ruthenium dyes on the device performance in solid-
state dye-sensitized solar cells. We found that the dyes with longer hydrocarbon chains gave higher efficiency values when used as a sensitizer
in solid-state dye-sensitized solar cells. With increasing chain length, we observed higher currents and open-circuit voltages up to a limiting
chain length. We attribute this improvement to the expected larger distance between TiO 2 and the hole conductor, which seems to suppress
recombination effectively.

The world energy consumption is rising, which makes the
limitations of fossil fuels more and more apparent. Oil prices
are as high as ever. If there is no solution to finding a cheap
and accessible renewable energy source, then the energy
problem will become critical soon.1 This is certainly one
reason that the market of solar cells is one of the fastest
growing, despite the fact that the production of conventional
silicon solar cells is expensive and also consumes high energy
during fabrication.2 Therefore, the interests in and the
perspectives for cheap alternative solar cells are very high.3,4

Solid-state dye-sensitized solar cells are a promising candi-
date for alternative forms of solar cells. The efficiencies
recently surpassed the 4% hurdle, and the performance limit
of this type of cell is far from being reached.5,6 In addition
to the possibility of low production cost, another important
advantage over conventional solar cells is the versatile design
possibilities, such as production of flexible cells and differ-
ently colored devices. The coloration of the device is
determined by the dye that is used.

In this study we show that careful engineering of the dye
has an immense influence on the device performance. By
varying the hydrocarbon chain length of an amphiphilic
ruthenium dye (Figure 1a), the efficiency can be improved

significantly. We attribute the importance of the chain length
to the role of the dye as a spacer between TiO2 and the hole
conductor. The dye conformation at the dye-hole-conductor
interface depends on its chain length. Up to a certain number
of hydrocarbon units, the chains seem to stretch out and
increase the distance between TiO2 and the hole conductor.
Recombination between electrons and holes is more ef-
fectively suppressed by increasing this distance. We assume
that up to a certain number of methylene units this distance
is correlated to the length of the chain. Our results suggest
that a further increase in the chain length does not increase
the distance anymore; it is more likely that the C chain
collapses and the effective distance and the recombination
blocking behavior is reduced again.

Dye-sensitized solar-cells consist of a conducting glass
substrate (F-doped SnO2) that is covered with a dense TiO2

layer to avoid direct contact with the hole conductor and
the SnO2, which would short-circuit the cell. This smooth
compact layer of∼100 nm is deposited by spray pyrolysis7

onto the conducting oxide glass (TCO). On top of this layer,
a nanoporous TiO2 film is produced by doctor-blading a TiO2
paste containing 19-nm anatase particles. After subsequent
annealing to 500°C, the layer has a thickness of∼2 µm. A
0.02 M TiCl4 solution was applied to the nanocrystalline film
overnight at room temperature. Afterward, the substrate was
rinsed in distilled water and sintered to 450°C just prior to
dye uptake. A monolayer of the sensitizer was adsorbed onto
the film by dipping it into a 3× 10-4 M solution of the
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sensitizer dissolved in 1:1 acetonitrile/tert-butyl alcohol for
∼6 h. The carboxylate groups of the dye used in this study
anchor it to the TiO2 layer. The pores of the TiO2 layer are
then filled with an organic hole-conductor by spin-coating a
concentrated (0.17 M) solution of 2,2′7,7′-tetrakis(N,N-di-
p-methoxyphenylamine)-9,9′-spiro-bifluorene (spiro-OMeTAD,
see Figure 1c) in chlorobenzene onto the dye-loaded film.
The hole-conductor solution was doped with tris(4-bro-
mopheyl)ammoniumylhexachloroantimonate (0.3 mM). It
also contained additional additives, 13 mM of lithium triflate,
and 0.13 M oftert-butylpyridine to increase the conductivity
of the hole-conducting layer and the open-circuit voltage of
the cell.8 The devices were finished by thermal evaporation
of a gold contact on the hole-conducting layer. A schematic
of the cell structure is shown in Figure 1c.

After excitation of the dye with light, electron injection
from the dye into the conduction band of the TiO2 takes place

followed by subsequent hole transfer from the photooxidized
dye to the organic hole-conductor, regenerating the dye’s
original ground state. The charges are collected at the
electrodes.9,10 The efficiency of the cell very much depends
on the selection of the dye. Many different dyes have been
used in the dye-sensitized cells using a liquid electrolyte
instead of the solid organic hole-conductor.11-16 The cells
with the highest efficiencies are usually made with dyes
based on ruthenium.17-19 For solid-state dye-sensitized solar
cells, the choice of the dye is even more critical than in the
case of liquid electrolyte cells. Here an increase in thickness
of the nanoporous TiO2 layer leads to a higher series
resistance in the cell because of the relatively low conductiv-
ity of the organic hole-conducting material. Therefore, a dye
with high absorption coefficient is needed. Experiments show
that a device thickness of a few micrometers gives the highest
efficiency values for solid-state solar cells made with

Figure 1. Chemical structures of the dyes with different chain lengths (a) and the hole conductor (b) used for the device preparation are
shown next to a schematic of the device structure (c). The devices consist of a glass substrate covered by a conductive transparent electrode
(F-doped SnO2). On top of this a<100 nm compact TiO2 layer avoids direct contact between the SnO2 and the hole conductor. The active
layer then consists of the∼2-µm nanoporous TiO2 layer covered by the dye and filled with the hole conductor. The counter electrode is
a 30-nm gold electrode, which is evaporated on top of the hole conductor.
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2,2′,7,7′-tetrakis-(N,N-di-p-methoxyphenyl-amine)9,9′-spiro-
bifluorene (spiro-OMeTAD) as the hole conductor.5 Although
the nanoporous TiO2 layer has a highly increased surface
area, usually only a fraction of the incoming light is absorbed
in these films. The dyes used in this study are amphiphilic
ruthenium dyes with different hydrophobic chain lengths
(Figure 1).

The dye complexes have been described in previous
studies.20 The ATR-FTIR data of the hydrophobic complexes
anchored onto 2-µm-thick nanocrystalline TiO2 films reveal
the mode of adsorption of these dyes onto the TiO2 surface.
The ATR-FTIR spectra of the adsorbed complexes show the
presence of carboxylate asymmetric at 1601υ(-COO-

as)
and symmetric at 1371 cm-1 υ(-COO-

s) bands, confirming
that the carboxylic acid groups are dissociated and involved
in the adsorption on the TiO2 surface. Figure 2 presents
infrared spectra of the C9 dye in a solid-state and adsorbed
onto a TiO2 film in the CH stretching mode region. The C9
dye solid sample shows broad bands at 2851, 2922, and 2948
cm-1, which are due to theυ(C-H) of the symmetric and
asymmetric alkyl chains, respectively.21 The antisymmetric
vibration mode in the region of 2900 cm-1 is a diagnostic
for the conformational ordering of the alkyl chain. The bands
for the C9 dye adsorbed onto TiO2 film are observed at 2855,
2926, and 2956 cm-1, which are shifted to higher energy
compared to the bands observed for the solid-state C9 dye
sample, revealing a higher conformational disorder of C9H19

alkyl chains. In addition to a slight increase of disorder for
C9H19 alkyl chains, sharper peaks of the adsorbed complex
indicate higher chain rigidity. The superior rigidity with a
higher chain disorder suggests possible intra- and/or inter-
molecular interactions of the alkyl chains, resulting in an
aliphatic network.

Photovoltaic devices made with these different dyes
showed a significantly different performance (Table 1). As
can be seen from Table 1 and Figure 5b, the short-circuit
current density as well as the open-circuit voltage increase

significantly with chain length. This leads to a linear increase
in device efficiency with chain length (Figure 3). Also, the
fill factor (FF ) (VOPTIOPT)/(VOCISC), whereVOPT and IOPT

are current and voltage for maximum power output andISC

and VOC are short-circuit current and open-circuit voltage,
respectively) seems to follow this increase. Just for the
longest chain, C18, we observe a dramatic decrease in open-
circuit voltage, current density, and efficiency. Already the
devices with C9 and C13 dye show no difference in the
current density, but the open-circuit voltage still increases.

We attribute this behavior to the arrangement of the dye
molecules onto the TiO2 surface, which is strongly influenced
by the hole conductor that surrounds the dye. We find an
interaction between the hole conductor and dye, which leads
to a higher absorption of the dye. The hydrophobic chains
of the dyes seem to extend and arrange themselves in the
presence of the hole conductor to form an effective spacer
between the TiO2 layer and the hole conductor, which
suppresses charge recombination at this interface. At the
same time, a close contact between the hydrophobic C chains

Figure 2. A portion of the normalized ATR-FTIR spectra of the
C9 dye complex obtained using a solid sample (dotted line) and
adsorbed on a 2-µm thick nanocrystalline TiO2 film (solid line).
The intensity of the adsorbed C9 dye complex is lower than that
of the solid sample, which was normalized with respect to 2926
cm-1.

Table 1. Device Parameters of Solid-State Dye-Sensitized
Solar Cells, Dyed with Amphiphilic Dyes with Different
Hydrophobic Hydrocarbon Chain Lengthsa

chain
length

current
density

(mA/cm2)

open-circuit
voltage
(mV)

fill
factor

(%)
efficiency

η (%)

C1 5.4 714 59.7 2.3
C6 5.8 712 60.5 2.5
C9 6.3 738 61.3 2.8
C13 6.3 744 66.0 3.1
C18 5.8 718 55.2 2.3

a In each case, the values represent the mean values of the best three of
four cells of two sets of devices for each dye. The device parameters are
summarized, including current density, open-circuit voltage, fill factor, and
efficiency for devices dyed with the amphiphilic Ru dye with different
hydrocarbon chain lengths. All of the devices were prepared in the same
way under the same conditions; the only difference can be seen in the
difference of the dyes, such that the effect of the dye structure can be clearly
detected. The TiO2 substrates were all soaked for 6 h in the dyesolution
with the concentration of 3× 10-4 M in 1:1 acetonitrile/tert-butyl alcohol.

Figure 3. Device efficiency (η in %) vs chain length of amphiphilic
dyes with different hydrophobic hydrocarbon chain lengths. Up to
the dye with a C13 chain, a linear increase in efficiency can be
observed with the increase of the length of the hydrocarbon chain.
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of the dye and the hole conductor is ensured and enables
efficient charge transfer. Therefore, these dyes with their
carboxylate groups attached to the TiO2 surface and their
hydrophobic hydrocarbon isolating chains in contact with
the hole conductor seem to serve two functionalities: one
as the absorber material for the incoming light and the other
as a blocking layer between TiO2 and the hole-conductor
layer to avoid charge recombination. The chain length has a
strong influence on the blocking behavior of the dye. The
longer the chains are, the longer the distance between TiO2

and the hole conductor seems to be, up to a certain chain-
length. The strong interaction between the dye and the hole
conductor is supported by UV-Vis data of the dyed TiO2
films. We find a higher absorption after filling the pores with
the hole conductor. This behavior is observed likewise by
filling the pores with, for example, chlorobenzene or other
solvents. Figure 4 shows the fraction of absorbed light from
400 to 800 nm for a film dyed with C9 dye. The solid curve
shows the absorption of the dyed TiO2 film surrounded by
air. A TiO2 substrate with the same thickness was used as
reference. We repeated the same measurement by putting
the identical film in chlorobenzene and used a TiO2 film
with the same thickness as blank again, this time surrounded
by chlorobenzene. A significant increase in the absorption
of the dyed TiO2 film can be observed, if the dye is
surrounded by chlorobenzene, which does not differ from
the absorption when surrounded by the hole conductor. We
attribute this increase in absorption to conformational changes
of the dye, which depends on the length of the hydrocarbon
chains and has not been observed previously. Dye N719,22

which has been used in many cases as a sensitizer for dye-
sensitized solar cells, does not show any change in absorp-
tion, irrespective of the surrounding media solvent or hole
conductor. For our dyes studied here, we observe the highest
increase in absorption for the C9 and C13 dye followed by
the C6, C1, and C18 dye, successively. Therefore, we assume
that the reason of this higher absorption coefficient lies in
the extension of the C chains. The longer the chain is, the
higher the increase in absorption. Only the decrease of the
absorption for the C18 dye does not follow this trend. It is
assumed that this very long chain collapses and tends to curl
up and does not swell to its full length in the presence of
the hole conductor, as seems to be the case for the shorter
chains. Therefore, the effective length of the chain does not
increase further and the blocking effect is even smaller than
that for the dyes with shorter chains. An additional explana-
tion for this strong exception of the C18 dye might lie in
the difficulties to purify this dye to the same grade as was
done for the other dyes. Therefore, impurities might also
lower the device performance.

Dynamic contact angle measurements revealed that the
penetration time into a C18 dyed nanoporous TiO2 film for
the spiro-OMeTAD solution is slower than in the case of
the other dyes, which showed, within the error of the
measurements, very similar dynamics of the contact angles.
This is another indication that the very long hydrophobic
chain is not stretched, and therefore the hydrophobic
character of the chain is not beneficial for the wetting
behavior of the hole conductor.

For the C13 dye, the current density does not increase
anymore compared to the C9 dye and also the increase in
absorption is not higher than that in the case of the C9 dye
anymore. This might indicate that already for a chain length
of 13 hydrocarbons not all chains are stretched out anymore.
More evidence for the assumption that the C13 dye might
already have too long of a chain can be seen in the IPCE
(incoming photon to current conversion efficiency), which
is shown in Figure 5a. Here the order of the devices agrees
with the order of the increase in absorption of the different
dyes when surrounded by the hole conductor. Even though
the IPCE for the C13 devices is slightly lower than that for
the C9 device, we observed the same current density under
1 sun for both devices. This can be explained by the nonlinear
behavior of the device performance under different illumina-
tion intensities. The IPCE measurement is done at relatively
low light intensity. The C13 device has its highest efficiency
between 50 and 100% sun, whereas for C9 the highest
efficiency values were observed for 50% sun and decreased
slightly at full sun illumination. Because of the increased
open-circuit voltage, the efficiency at 1 sun of the C13 cell
is superior to the C9 cell.

In the IPCE data as well as in the absorption data of the
films, we observe a modulation of the curves from 600 nm
onward, which can be explained by interference effects.

Because of the fact that this increase in absorption does
not depend on the surrounding medium (e.g., chlorobenzene,
acetonitrile, or hole conductor) a specific interaction with
this medium can be excluded. The increase in absorption

Figure 4. Fraction of absorbed light vs wavelength. The two
different curves show an identical 2-µm-thick nanoporous TiO2 film
dyed in both cases with the amphiphilic dye with a C9 chain. In
the first measurement, the film was surrounded by air; in the second
measurement, the air was replaced with chlorobenzene solution.
In both cases, dyed TiO2 films with identical thicknesses (sur-
rounded by chlorobenzene in the latter case) were used as the
background. This increase of the fraction of the absorbed light in
the identical film is observed with solvents other than clorobenzene
as well as after contact of the dyed nanoporous TiO2 layer with
the hole conductor.
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depends solely on the dye conformation and depends strongly
on the length of the hydrocarbon chain. This increase is not
observed for other dyes such as N719, which does not have
hydrocarbon chains. Conformation studies of the dye on the
TiO2 surface have to reveal the exact orientation and
arrangement of the dye on the TiO2 surface and therewith
the exact nature of the increase in absorption.

Typical transient absorption kinetics, assigned to recom-
bination of e-TiO2 with holes on spiro-OMeTAD are shown
in Figure 6. All decays were obtained on excitation at 532
nm, close to the absorption maximum of the dye, and probing
the photoinduced absorption of TiO2 electrons and OMeTAD
cations at 1000 nm. Data are normalized to the fraction of
photons absorbed by the films, enabling the direct compari-
son of both decay dynamics and charge separation yields.
Transient absorption experiments were conducted as reported
previously using low intensity (30µJ cm-2, 1 Hz, <1 ns)
excitation.24

For the C1-C13 dyes, a retardation of the recombination
is observed, with recombination half times,t50%, increasing
from 10 to 200 µs, while the charge separation yields
(obtained from the initial signal amplitude) remain very
similar. This strongly supports our conclusion that the
hydrophobic alkyl chains act as an effective spacer between
the TiO2 layer and the hole conductor leading to increasingly
suppressed charge recombination at this interface, which is
reflected in the increasedVoc and overall device performance.
For the longest alkyl chain dye, C18, however, we find a
strong decrease in recombination time (t50% ) 20 µs). This
is in agreement with our assumption that this very long chain
collapses and does not swell up in the presence of spiro-
OMeTAD. As a result, the blocking effect of the C18 alkyl
chains is smaller than that for the shorter C6 and C9 chains.
In addition, a significant decrease in the charge separation
yield for the C18 dye is found. This reduction in signal
amplitude is observed for all of the time delays studied (down
to ∼1 µs), indicating that this reduced yield most probably
derives from a reduced efficiency of electron injection from
the dye excited state in to the TiO2 conduction band for this
dye, resulting in a decrease of the short-circuit current
density. This occurrence of imbalanced charge separation
and recombination dynamics is currently the subject of
extended studies on liquid-electrolyte and solid-state dye-
sensitized solar cells in our laboratories.23

After optimization of the TiO2 paste and the doctor-bladed
nanoporous TiO2 layer, the efficiency can be further im-
proved. This has been done previously for the dye with the
C9 chain (reported as Z907 dye in the literature).5 An
efficiency of 4% under a simulated solar spectrum (AM1.5
global) was achieved. The results reported here suggest that
a slightly longer hydrocarbon chain length might be advanta-
geous and could lead to even higher efficiencies.

The results suggest that a hydrophobic chain attached to
the dye can be used to suppress recombination. A chain
length between C9 and C13 seems to be ideal for our system.
It is assumed that this is, in general, valid for solid-state
devices where recombination is a significant loss mechanism.

Figure 5. (a) Incoming photon to current conversion efficiency
(IPCE) for the dyes with different hydrocarbon chain lengths. The
values for the C9 dyed device are the highest followed by C13,
C6, C1, and C18, successively. (b) Current-voltage characteristics
under 1 sun illumination (AM 1.5 global, 100 W/cm2) for the
devices made with these dyes.

Figure 6. Transient absorption data (λexc ) 532 nm,λprobe) 1000
nm) monitoring the electron recombination kinetics of nanocrys-
talline TiO2 films sensitized with dyes with different alkyl chain
lengths in the presence of spiro-OMeTAD.
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In the synthesis of dyes for dye-sensitized solar cells, this
should kept in mind.

We propose another synthetic approach with the same aim.
The lengthening of the anchoring groups of the dye would
also lead to a longer distance between TiO2 and the hole
conductor. Combined with a hydrophobic chain on the other
end, the dye would act more effectively as a spacer and
blocking layer between TiO2 and the hole conductor to avoid
recombinational processes. In addition, the prolongation of
the structure could be done by extending theπ system, which
could at the same time also increase the absorption of the
dye. Our data suggest that the cell performance improves
significantly if the dye acts not only as an absorber but also
as an efficient blocking layer.
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